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Ex-Bihar MP gets 3 years in jail
for controversial comments
against CM Nitish Kumar
Jehanabad, July 31: A special court in Bihar's
Jehanabad district sentenced former MP Arun
Kumar to three years in prison for his controversial remarks against Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
in June 2015. Pronouncing the sentence on

Saturday, special MP-MLA court judge Rakesh
Kumar Rajak also imposed a fine of Rs 5,000 on
Kumar, the former RLSP MP of Jahanabad. He
was, however, released on bail for appealing the
verdict in a higher court. In the same case, the
court absolved Pappu Yadav, the former Lok
Sabha MP of Madhepura, in the absence of concrete evidence against him. Alleging that
Bhumihars were being targetted in Barh and
Mokama areas, Kumar had said, "We are not wearing bangles and will break the chest of the chief
minister for hurting our respect." The case was
filed by JD(U) leader Chandrika Prasad Yadav.
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ED detains Sena MP Sanjay
Raut in Patra Chawl land scam
Simmi Kaur Babbar
Mumbai,
July
31: The
Enforcement Directorate (ED) on
Sunday detained Shiv Sena MP
Sanjay Raut in connection with an
alleged money-laundering case in
the Patra Chawl land scam. He will
be taken to the ED of fice later on
Sunday evening for fur ther action,
including the strong probability of
ar rest, on alleged grounds of ‘noncooperation’ with the probe. The
MP’s brother MLA Sunil Raut told
a private news channel that the ED
could not locate cer tain documents
per taining to the Patra Chawl case,
leading to Sanjay Raut’s detention
and he would be taken to the ED
of fices. The ED action came after
its sleuths swooped on Raut’s
Bhandup residence, ‘Maitri’ at
dawn on Sunday and car ried out
searches for over 9 hours. The
developments followed Raut skipping two ED summons and then

Kashmiri separatist leader
Yasin Malik back in Tihar
Jail, still on IV fluids
New Delhi, July 31: Kashmiri separatist leader
Yasin Malik, who was admitted to the RML hospital
here following a fluctuation in blood pressure, has
returned to Tihar Jail, officials said on Saturday. They
said Malik returned to the prison on Friday evening. He
has refused to eat anything and is still on IV fluids, the
officials said. Malik was hospitalised on Tuesday after
fluctuation in his BP levels. He had submitted a letter to
the doctors at the medical facility, saying he did not
want to be treated. The 56-year-old chief of the banned
Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) began an
indefinite hunger strike on July 22 after the Centre did
not respond to his plea that he be allowed to physically
appear in a Jammu court hearing the Rubaiya Sayeed
abduction case, in which he is an accused. The separatist leader, who was kept in solitary confinement in a
high-risk cell in Tihar’s prison number 7, was shifted to
the prison’s Medical Investigation (MI) room where he
was being given IV fluids.

Money recovered by ED does not
belong to me: Partha Chatterjee
Kolkata, July 31: Arrested Bengal minister Partha
Chatterjee, who is at the centre of a multi-crore school
jobs scam, on Sunday claimed that the money recovered during Enforcement Directorate raids does not
belong to him, and time will tell who are “conspiring”
against him. As he deboarded a vehicle after being
taken to ESI Hospital at Joka for a medical check-up,
and was approached by reporters with questions
regarding the scam, Chatterjee said, “The money
(recovered) is not mine.” Asked further if anybody was
conspiring against him, he said: “You will get to know
when the time comes.” Chatterjee had on Friday
asserted that he was a victim of a conspiracy and
expressed unhappiness over the Trinamool Congress’
decision to suspend him. “This decision (to suspend
me) could influence an impartial probe…,” he had
said. About the move to remove him from the ministry,
Chatterjee, once considered a close confidante of Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee, said, “Her (Banerjee’s)
decision is right.” Chatterjee, 69, was relieved of his
duties as minister-in-charge of various departments
and suspended from the TMC on Thursday. He was
also removed from all party posts. One of his close
aides, Arpita Mukherjee, has also been arrested by the
ED after crores of rupees in cash were seized from her
residences in parts of the city. The TMC leadership
has taken exception to his comments, contending that
Chatterjee was himself responsible for his fate. “Why
was he silent for the last few days after his arrest? He
has every right to approach the court and prove his
innocence. The party has nothing to do with this
scam,” TMC state general secretary Kunal Ghosh had
said on Thursday.

seeking time till August 7 as he was
tied up in Parliament-related com-

condemned the detention of Raut.
The gover nment had deployed

mitments. Hundreds of Shiv
Sainiks converged outside and
staged protests, raised slogans and

tight security by the Mumbai
Police and Central Reser ve Police
Force.

3 Gurugram cops arrested for extorting
Rs 9 lakh from lawyer; had threatened
to implicate him in false case
Gurugram, July 31: Two constables and a special
duty officer (SPO) of Gurugram police were arrested on
Sunday for allegedly extorting around Rs 9 lakh from a
local lawyer after threatened to implicate him in a false
case. Three others also involved in the case are currently absconding. An FIR has been registered in this regard
at the Sadar police station. After receiving complaint on
Saturday evening, police commissioner Kala
Ramachandran also visited Sadar police station and finally an FIR was registered late at night. All three cops have
been suspended and a departmental inquiry has also
been initiated against them. The arrested cops have been
identified as Constables Sandeep Dagar and Neetu and
SPO Anand Kumar, who were deployed at Sadar police
station. While Constable Sandeep Dagar and SPO Anand
Kumar were on duty at police’s emergency response
vehicle (ERV), Neetu was on general duty. According to
the complaint filed by lawyer Pammi, a resident of Sector
33, Gurugram, on Friday at around 9pm when he was at
Hotel Pacific Homes, located in Sector 38, three cops
along with Naveen, Rohit and Dr Shakti called him outside the hotel. “They asked me to sit in police vehicle
and drove it to another place. In between, they all threatened me to not only implicate in a false case but also kill
me. They were abusing me but also misbehaved. Finally,
I arranged money and gave them about Rs 9 lakh and
only then they freed me late in the night.

New Delhi, July 31: The Delhi High
Court has granted eight-week medical
bail to realty firm Unitech’s founder
Ramesh Chandra in a money-laundering case against him. Justice
Jasmeet Singh released Chandra on
medical grounds and asked him to
furnish a personal bond to the tune
of Rs 25,000 with a surety bond of the
like amount. The court noted that
from the medical record, it was clear
that Chandra’s condition was “quite
serious” and his ailments “have
assumed larger proportions” on
account of age. “He is suffering from
cognitive impairment and dementia.
He is also in need of cardiological as
well as neurological assistance and
has had numerous falls, weight loss,
memory loss, etc.,” noted the court in its
order dated July 28. “For the above reasons, I am of the view that the petitioner
needs to be enlarged on medical bail for

'BJP's Operation Lotus exposed': Congress after three
Jharkhand MLAs caught with cash in West Bengal's Howrah
New Delhi, July 31: The Congress has accused the BJP of trying to topple its coalition
government in Jharkhand after its three MLAS were caught allegedly with a huge amount
of cash in West Bengal’s Howrah, saying the saffron party’s game plan is to do in Jharkhand
what they did in Maharashtra. Acting on a tip-off, police on Saturday intercepted an SUV in
which Congress MLAs Irfan
Ansari, Rajesh Kachchap and
Naman Bixal Kongari were
travelling
on
National
Highway-16 at Ranihati in
Howrah and allegedly found a
huge amount of cash in the
vehicle. Congress General
Secretary Jairam Ramesh said
on Twitter on Saturday that
“The BJP’s ‘Operation Lotus’ in
Jharkhand stands exposed tonight in Howrah. The game plan of ‘Hum Do’ in Delhi is to do
in Jharkhand what they did in Maharashtra by installing E-D duo.” After rebel Sena leader
Eknath Shinde was sworn in as the Maharashtra Chief Minister recently, the Congress had
hit out at the BJP for capturing power “unethically” The Jharkhand Congress also claimed
that the huge amount of cash was part of a conspiracy by the BJP to topple the Hemant
Soren Government, of which it is a part along with Lalu Prasad Yadav’s Rashtriya Janata
Dal. Howrah Superintendent of Police (Rural) Swati Bhangalia had said, “We had specific
inputs that a huge amount of money was being transported in a black car. We started checking the vehicles and intercepted this SUV in which three Jharkhand MLAs were travelling.
A huge amount of cash was found in the vehicle.” “Cash counting machines are being
brought in to ascertain the total amount. The MLAs are also being questioned about the
source of the money and where it was being taken to,” she added. Besides the MLAs, there
were two other people in the SUV, which carried a board mentioning “MLA Jamtara
Jharkhand” along with the Congress’ election symbol, police said.
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Man held from Gurugram for
making fake passports for
Lawrence Bishnoi gang members
Gurugram, July 31: The Special Task Force (STF),
Gurugram, have nabbed a man for allegedly making fake
passports with forged documents for members of
Lawrence Bishnoi gang. He was nabbed from Faridabad
road on Friday evening when he was on way to meet the
gang members. An FIR has been registered at DLF Phase1 police station in this regard. According to the police, the
accused has been identified as Raju Nepali, a native of
Nepal, who was staying in DLF Phase-1 area from the past
some time. The STF has taken him on four-day police
remand after producing him in a city court and are questioning him. As per the complaint filed by ASI Sunil Kumar
of STF, accused Raju Nepali works for gangster Lawrence
Bishnoi gang. On the basis of fake documents, the gangster and other accomplices got passports made through
Nepali. Along with a Delhi-based accomplice, he used to
prepare forged documents for the passports. “During
investigation, the STF team found the passport form of
Samar Singh, a resident of Chakkarpur and a slip of
appointment letter for online passport of Jaspal Singh, resident of Maruti Kunj, Bhondsi. However, Jaspal is a native
of Punjab and is currently on bail and his address of Maruti
Kunj, Bhondsi, was also found fake,” the ASI said in his
complaint. Following the complaint, an FIR has been registered against Nepali under Sections 419 (cheating by
impersonation), 420 (cheating), 467 (forgery of valuable
security), 468 (forgery for purpose of cheating), 471 (using
forged document), 120-B (criminal conspiracy) of IPC at
DLF phase-1 police station. “The arrested accused
revealed that he provide fake passport to around 10 criminals, who fled from India after committed crimes.

‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ turning into mass
movement: PM Modi during 'Mann ki Baat'
Nashir Husain
New Delhi, July 31: Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in the 91st
edition of his monthly "Mann ki Baat"
on Sunday paid tribute to
Shaheed Udham Singh and
other martyrs who sacrificed
their lives for the country's
freedom. He said the legacy
of freedom fighters vision
and values has to be cherished and preserved. The
PM said the 'Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav' is turning into a
mass movement and urged
people to put 'tiranga' as a
profile picture of their social
media accounts between
August 2 and 15. Modi noted
that under the 'Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav' programme to mark the
75th
anniversary
of
India's
Independence, a special campaign
'Har Ghar Tiranga' is being organised between August 13 and 15. He

urged people to hoist or display the
national flag at their homes during
the campaign. "Let us further this
movement by hoisting the national
flag at our homes," he said. Modi also

urged people to put tricolour as the
profile picture of their accounts on
social media platforms from August
2-15, noting that August 2 is the birth
anniversary of Pingali Venkayya who
had designed the flag. The prime
minister said he was happy that the

Delhi High Court grants 8-week medical bail to Unitech
founder Ramesh Chandra in money-laundering case
Sanjay Kumar

VISIT:

a period of eight weeks,” the court said.
While directing his release, the court
asked Chandra not to use any mobile
phone and to remain in his house except

for visits to the hospital. Chandra, represented by advocate Vishal Gosain, submitted that he was 85 years old and was
suffering from cognitive impairment,
neurological and cardiological ailments

and was in urgent need of medical attention. There may be a situation where
urgent life-saving medication, oxygen,
and injection may also be required but
the same will not be available
while he is in custody, he further
said. In the order, the court
asked Chandra not to communicate with, or come into contact
with any of the prosecution witnesses, or any member of the
victim’s family, or tamper with
the evidence of the case. The
court also said that for every trip
to and from the hospital, he shall
inform the investigating officer
concerned before leaving and
after returning back. The
Enforcement Directorate told
the court that all necessary medication
as well as medical assistance was being
provided to the accused in jail and if he is
released on medical bail, he would interfere with the investigation.

Mahotsav is taking the form of a
mass movement, with people from all
walks of life and from every section
of society participating in different
programmes across the country.
"When India completes 75
years of its Independence, all
of us are going to witness a
splendid
and
historic
moment," he said referring to
August 15. It is the current
generation's good fortune to
witness the Independence
Day's 75th anniversary. "Had
we been born in the era of slavery, then how would have we
imagined this day," he said,
asserting that the biggest message that emerges from all
events being organised in the 'Azadi
Ka Amrit Mahotsav' is that the countrymen should follow their duty with
full devotion. "Only then will we be
able to fulfil the dream of those countless freedom fighters and to build the
India of their dreams," he said.

‘Sextortionist’ siblings
held from Uttar Pradesh,
Rajasthan: Delhi Police
New Delhi, July 31: Two brothers
allegedly members of a ‘sextortion’ gang
were arrested from Uttar Pradesh and
Rajasthan, police here said on Saturday. The
arrests were made following a complaint by
a person who alleged that the accused had
extorted Rs 12,42,850 from him, they said.
Police had earlier arrested three members
of the gang, but Ahmad Khan and Aamir
Khan were absconding. They were nabbed
on Thursday from Uttar Pradesh and
Rajasthan, Deputy Commissioner of Police
(Crime) Amit Goel said. Both are real
brothers and members of a sextortion gang
which has duped over 100 people, he said.
The accused used to target people through
social media with fake profiles of women
and sending them ‘friend requests’ to potential targets. After some time, they would ask
the person to come on a video call and
would ask them to perform some private
acts, which they then would secretly
record, police said. They would then leverage the video to extort money from these
people, they added.

No one can question the contribution of martyrs to
our motherland: CM Bhagwant Mann
Naresh Malhotra
Sunam Udham Singh Wala, July 31: Punjab
Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann on Sunday said
that it was unfortunate that the descendants of
traitors, who sided with the Britishers during
India’s freedom struggle, are now questioning
the credentials of martyrs. “No one has any right
to put a question mark over the contribution of
great martyrs to our motherland. It is unfortunate that those who swear by Constitution to
enjoy the fruits of power raise questions on the
supreme sacrifice of martyrs. When our great
national heroes and martyrs were waging war
against the atrocities of British regime, some
traitors were siding with the imperialist forces,”
said the CM while presiding over a state-level
function at Sunam on the martyrdom day of
Udham Singh. “Great martyr like Shaheed
Bhagat Singh do not need recognition from anyone because merely his name is enough to
inspire millions of people to sacrifice their lives
for country. Any controversy on his name and
contribution in freedom struggle is undesirable.
No one has any right to question his role in
Independence movement,” said CM Mann. On

the occasion, Mann dedicated development projects worth Rs 22.59 crore including stadium at

ITI Sunam (Rs 1.66 crore), new sub-tehsil complex (Rs 4.46 crore), bus stand (Rs 5.07 crore)
for Cheema, new bus stand (Rs 2.54 crore) and
stadium (Rs 3.58 crore) for Longowal and sewerage system worth Rs 5.28 crore for Sunam.

During the function, the CM also felicitated the
relatives of Shaheed Udham Singh. Listing the
main achievements of the state government in a short time span, Mann said
they have passed ‘One MLA, One
Pension’ Bill, freed 9053 acre of prime
land from illegal encroachers, provided
600 units of free power per billing cycle
to every section of society as a result of
which 51 lakh households out of total 74
lakh will get zero electricity bill in
September and 68 lakh household will
get zero power bill in January. Likewise,
he said that 75 Mohalla clinics will be
dedicated to people on coming
Independence Day where people will
get quality health and diagnostic services free of cost. “All efforts would be
made to bring back the belongings of all
martyrs to their motherland. I would
flag this issue with the Union government and ensure that the things associated with
the martyrs are brought back to India. The
belongings of martyrs along with their lives, philosophy and sacrifice would inspire the youth to
serve the country selflessly,” said the CM.
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Good health. Better life...
Pitrashish Foundation
New Delhi: Pitrashish Foundation
always finds out ways to provide better
life for the ignored and backward members of our social structure. Their
efforts and enthusiasm has paved
many new paths. There was another
great programme campaigned and
organized by this Foundation in the village of Ranidanga, Maslandpur.
Previously they have worked here in
Ranidanga for the welfare of women,
children and the old by providing sanitary napkins, study materials and walking sticks respectively. The Ranidanga
Primary School was full of activities on
31st July as the members of Pitrashish
Foundation went ahead to bring a
change in the health of the people living there. They put up their first
"Health Check-up Camp and Medicine
Distribution" programme in this village
to let the locals be aware to take care of
their health. The whole programme
was under the valuable guidance of an
extremely kind-hearted person MBBS
Dr. Snehashish Baidya. He took over
the responsibility of going through the
complete check-up of more than 200
underprivileged villagers. The next
part of their ongoing programme was

distribution of medicines to a large
number of people providing for their
requirement. The members of the

carried out scientific method of eye
check-up for the people . These groups
of people were not only happy with

foundation who joined to support them
were Suvo Sil, Laxmi Prakash, Nancy
Guha and Swarnali Dey Guha. Eye
check-up was also conducted by the
foundation effectively by joining hands
with Chokher Alo Welfare Society,
Bidhannagar. More than 70 people
benefitted from this one camp which

these campaigns but also understood
the need for maintaining good health in
today's world. The village panchayat
and their head with the local people
gave their support. It was a very generous attempt by the foundation solely
working for the social welfare of the
society.
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Jharkhand Congress Chief Alleges
Conspiracy After MLAs Caught With Cash
Ranchi. After three Congress MLAs from ernment. "It is in BJP's nature to try and destaJharkhand were caught with a huge amount of bilize any government which is not theirs. The
cash in West Bengal's Howrah on Saturday, same has been done against Chief Minister
state party chief Rajesh Thakur claimed that Hemant Soren's government. The only reason
there is a conspiracy to destabilize the govern- they were given money (by BJP) is to make
ment. The Congress leader referred to the the government fall," Bandhu Tirkey,
Maharashtra political crisis that ended last Jharkhand Congress working President told
month with the fall of the Uddhav Thackeray ANI. Hitting out at Congress, after the incigovernment after a faction of Shiv Sena MLAs dent, state Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) said
revolted against the party chief, and stayed in since the formation of the government in the
Assam's Guwahati. Earlier on Saturday, three state corruption is rampant. "Ever since their
legislators were apprehended including Irfan government came to power, corruption is on a
Ansari, MLA from Jamtara, Rajesh Kachhap, rise. Earlier too, large amounts of cash were
MLA from Khijri and Naman Bixal, MLA from caught in Jharkhand at officers' homes. They
Kolebira. The huge cash was recovered from use the public's
their cars in Howarah on Saturday evening. h a r d - e a r n e d
NAME CHANGE
Speaking to ANI, Mr Thakur said, "Everyone money for other I, MINAKSHI W/O NOsaw how Assam became the focal point to top- purposes. Police 14929374L HAV NIRANJAN
ple governments, drama happened for 15 days caught them and KUMAR R/O VILL- VIJAY
and ultimately the Maharashtra govt was top- it came to light," NAGAR, PO- BANKA, PSSahu, BANKA, DISTT- BANKA,
pled... this indicates that there's a conspiracy Aditya
to destabilize the Jharkhand government. Jharkhand BJP WARD NO-21, NAGAR
PARISHAD BANKA, BIHARgeneral 813102, have changed my
Things will be clearer in coming times." state
However, the Congress state chief said that secretary said.
name from MINAKSHI to
the incident is saddening and the state unit
MINAKSHI KUMARI for all
future purposes vide affidavit
will submit a report to the party's
dated 30/07/2022 before
NAME CHANGE
high command on the matter.”It
Notary Public, Delhi.
won't be reasonable to talk about it I, PRABHU NATH BHAGAT
father
of
SUDHIR
KUMAR
till the probe is done, but looking at
CHAURASIYA R/O VILLthe country's situation...the MLAs SARASWATI NAGAR, PONAME CHANGE
can better explain the matter. BARWAT PASRAIN BETTII, hitherto known as TARUN
KHANNA son of KHEM
However, the incident is saddening. AH, PS-MUFASSIL BETTIAH,
CHAND KHANNA residing at
We'll submit a report to our high WEST CHAMPARAN, BIHARH.NO. 162R, NEAR DOUBLE
command. No one involved is to be 845438, have changed my
PARK, MODEL TOWN,
name from P N BHAGAT to
spared," he said. Earlier, Jharkhand PRABHU NATH BHAGAT for
ROHTAK, HARYANA-124001
Congress alleged a conspiracy by all future purposes.
have changed my name and
the BJP to destabilise the state govshall hereafter be known as
TARUN KUMAR KHANNA.
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NAME CHANGE
I,
NO-2807451W
SEP
GAVARE AMIT CHANDRAKANT S/O CHANDRAKANT
DHONDIRAM
GAVARE R/O VPO-BORJAIWADI, TEH-KOREGAON,
DIST-SATARA,
MAHARASHTRA-415501,
have
changed my minor son’s
name from SHAURYA to
GAVARE SHAURYAAMIT for
all future purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I,
hitherto
known
as
MANIKETson of VIJAYDEEP
PANGHAL residing at H.NO.
2203, SECTOR - 3, ROHTAK,
HARYANA-124001
have
changed my name and shall
hereafter be known as
MANIKET PANGHAL.

NAME CHANGE
I, hitherto known as RABJYOT
SINGH GROVER son of
GURJIT SINGH GROVER
residing at H NO-147, HUDA
PLOTS, DEVENDER VIHAR,
BHARTI INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL,
GURGAON,
HARYANA-122011
have
changed my name and shall
hereafter be known as RABJYOT SINGH GREWAL.

NAME CHANGE
I, PARMOD SHUKLA S/O
VIJAY SHANKAR SHUKLA
R/O RZF-115, GALI NO-40,
SADH NAGAR PART-2,
PALAM COLONY, PALAM
VILLAGE, SOUTH WEST
DELHI, DELHI-110045 have
changed the name of my minor
daughter LAVNAYA SHUKLA
aged 14 years and She shall
hereafter be known as
LAVANYA SHUKLA.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Information is given to general
public at large that our client
Sh. Davinder Sharma s/o Sh.
Hari Singh Sharma is the
owner of Freehold Residential
Property no. 1720, Gali no. 05,
area measuring 50 sq. yds. out
of total area measuring 100 sq.
yds. out of Khasra no. 25
Situated at Govind Puri Extn.,
Kalkaji, New Delhi. vide Gift
Deed dated 23.10.2021 as Doc
no. 5837, Vol no. 16263 Page
no. 173-182 SR-V Delhi. in the
chain
Document
Death
Certificate & SMC of Late Smt.
Gurbachan Kaur died on
16.01.2003 & Death Certificate
of Late Sh. Nazar Singh died
on 07.05.2004 & Death
Certificate & SMC of Late Sh.
Sukhvinder Sidhu died on
20.11.2010 are not available
and our client is declaring that
any other Person does not
have any right over the said
property and First floor without
roof rights sold to be Sh. Samir
Singh & Smt. Runa Singh and
now the same property is going
to be financed by AAVAS
FINANCIERS
LITIMED.
Branch Okhla , Delhi.
If any person(s) have any
objection(s) or claim(s) with
respect to the right, title or
interest in the Said Property
then contact us within 07 days
from the date of Publication of
this notice and or the same to
the undersigned if found by
any one. Thereafter no claim
shall be entertained.
[NAVEEN KUMAR VERMA]
Advocate
F-211, Sector-3,
Vaishali, Ghaziabad,
Uttar Pradesh-201010
(Contact at 09958871432)

NAME CHANGE

NAME CHANGE

I,
NO-2807451W
SEP
GAVARE
AMIT
CHANDRAKANT
S/O
CHANDRAKANT
DHONDIRAM
GAVARE R/O VPO-BORJAIWADI,
TEH-KOREGAON,
DIST-SATARA, MAHARASHTRA-415501, have changed
my minor daughter’s name
from VRUNDAVNI to GAVARE
VRUNDAVNI AMIT for all
future purposes.

I, HUNEE S/o RAJPAL residing at WZ-26, STREET NO8, SADH NAGAR, PALAM
COLONY,
DELHI-110045
have changed my name to
HANEY for all future purpose.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Information is given to general
public at large that our client
Shri Subhash Chand is the
owner of Freehold Residential
Portion of Plot no-46, area
measuring 50 sq. yds. Out of
Khasra no-269mi, Nagar
Palika Parishad Loni, Paragna
& tehsil Loni, Distt. Ghaziabad
situated in Sangam Vihar
colony, Ghaziabad, Uttar
Pradesh- 201102. vide Gift
deed dated 25/07/2022, Vide
Doc No. 4036, Book No. 1, Vol
no. 239, Pages 215-234 SROLoni, Initially Registered GPA
dated 26/11/2021. it was execute in favour of Smt. Madhu
Sharma w/o Sh. Subhash
Chandra Sharma vide Doc
No.10442, Book No. 4, Vol
no.1175, Pages 01-14, SRLoni, further execute Gift deed
dated 25/07/2022 in favour of
Shri Subhash Chand. Our
client is declaring that any
other Person does not have
any right over the said property
and now the same property is
going to be financed by Unity
Small Finance Bank Limited.
Centrum House, Mumbai
If
any person(s) have any objection(s) or claim(s) with respect
to the right, title or interest in
the Said Property then contact
us within 07 days from the date
of Publication of this notice and
or the same to the undersigned
if found by any one. Thereafter
no claim shall be entertained.
[NAVEEN KUMAR VERMA]
Advocate
F-211, Sector-3,
Vaishali, Ghaziabad,
Uttar Pradesh-201010
(Contact at 09958871432)

PUBLIC NOTICE
THIS IS FOR THE GENERAL
INFORMATION OF ALL CONCERNED THAT OUR CLIENT
SHRI SURENDER KUMAR S/O
RAMCHANDRA SETH AND HIS
WIFE ANJU DEVI W/O R/O C178, BLOCK C, JJ CAMP TIGRI,
NEW DELHI-110062 HAS/HAVE
DISOWNED THEIR
SON
NAMELY AMAN KUMAR FROM
THEIR MOVABLE AND IMMOVABLE PROPERTY AND ALSO
SEVERED ALL RELATIONS
WITH HIM, DUE TO HIS ANTIFAMILY ACTVITIES. OUR
CLIENT SHRI SURENDER
KUMAR AND SMT. ANJU DEVI
SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR
ANY ACT, DEED OR THING
DONE BY THEIR SON AMAN
KUMAR, ANYBODY DEALING
WITH HIM SHALL BE DOING
SO AT HIS OWN RISK AND
RESPONSIBILITY.
HARSH VARDHAN
ADVOCATE
OFFICE:- RZ-25,
BHAWANI KUNJ, D-2,
VASANT KUNJ,
NEW DELHI-110070

PUBLIC NOTICE
Public at large are hereby
informed that my client Sh.
Subhash Bhardwaj S/o Sh.
Sukhraj Bhardwaj R/o H. No.
209, Sanjay Colony, Arthala,
Ghaziabad,
U.P.-201001;
Purchasing a Property from Smt.
Amrita, vide ATS dt. 27.06.2022,
Along with taking a Loan for Plot
Construction from IndoStar Home
Finance Private Limited, against
property i.e. The Freehold
Residential Plot Area measuring
56 sq. yds., Situated at Khasra
No. 2478,Village Karhera,
Pargana Loni, Tehsil & Distt.
Ghaziabad, U.P.; being the owner
of said property by Virtue of Sale
Deed dated 10.01.2017 executed
by Sh. Kishan Dutt in favour of
Smt. Amrita duly regd. as Doc.
No. 108, Vol. No. 12429, on
Pages No. 1 to 20, registered on
dt. 10.01.2017, in S.R.Ghaziabad, U.P.; In respect of
undisputed ownership of Smt.
Amrita; hereinafter referred to as “
the said property “ submitted the
Original Papers regarding this
property with IndoStar Home
Finance Private Limited, If Any
person, who has got, rights, interest, title, claim, encumbrances,
charges of any nature whatsoever in respect of the above said
Property or any part thereof, can
send their objections with their
documentary evidence at below
address within 7 days from the
date of publication of this notice,
failing which, it shall be presumed
that the said Property in entirely is
free from all such claims, interest,
charges, encumbrances etc.
Note: That the Property No. is not
mentioned in Property Papers.
Sahil Virmani
(ADVOCATE)
Address G-721
Karkardooma Court, Delhi
8929535407, 9643394303
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Happy Birthday Kiara
Advani: Times the Actress
Ignited Dating Rumours
with Sidharth Malhotra

Kisses Wife

Vinny Arora
in New Pictures from Latter’s
Maternity Photoshoot; See Post

D

heeraj Dhooper and Vinny Arora are all set to welcome
a new member to their lives. The TV couple will
become parents soon and they had earlier shared that
they are expecting their ‘little miracle’ in August. Now, the
couple has shared a few pictures from Vinny’s maternity
photoshoot.
Vinny collaborated with Dheeraj, and shared the pictures. In one
of the pictures, Dheeraj can be seen kissing the mother-to-be.
Vinny is wearing a yellow dress while Dheeraj has kept it
simple in white shirt and jeans. Vinny’s pregnancy glow is
also very visible. The caption read, “The butterflies you gave
me turned into tiny kicks ??” See the post here:Several celebs
reacted to the pictures and dropped a red heart emoji. Many
fans congratulated
them and sent their
love to the couple’s
way.Dheeraj and
Vinny shared the
news of them
expecting a new
membr in April this
year. They dropped
adorable pictures of
themselves holding
sonogram photos of
their baby while
kissing each other. In another picture, Dheeraj and Vinny can
be seen beaming with happiness and excitement. They
revealed that the baby will arrive in August this year. “We are
expecting, a tiny miracle. August 2022," the caption read.The
couple recently also had their baby shower. While one was a
big event planned by their families where their friends were
also seen, one was more of a luncheon arranged by friends and
was an intimate celebration!Dheeraj Dhoopar and Vinny
Arora met for the first time in 2009 during the shoot of Mata
Pitah Ke Charnon Mein Swarg.
They fell in love much later when they were shooting for
another show in 2016. They had tied the knot in November
2016.

H

APPY BIRTHDAY KIARA ADVANI:
Although Kiara Advani and Sidharth
Malhotra have not made their relationship
official, their fans believe that the duo is head over
heels in love with each other. The rumours of the two
dating each other first began when they started
shooting for their first ever movie together,
Shershaah. Ever since then, Kiara and Sidharth have
become one of the most talked-about pairs in the
showbiz world.
While they keep denying the rumours, their actions
speak otherwise. From frequent visits to attending
each other’s movie premieres, they’ve been spotted
doing it all. Moreover, their secretive vacations have
always left fans curious.
On the special occasion of Kiara Advani’s birthday,
here is a compilation of their pictures together.
During the promotion of Shershaah, both Sidharth
Malhotra and Kiara Advani took to social media to
share a series of stunning pictures donning ethnic
ensembles.Kiara Advani and Sidharth Malhotra pose
alongside each other to share Independence Day
greetings with their followers. “‘Greater love hath no
man than this, that he lays down his life for his
people.’ Deep gratitude to our Indian army, navy and
airforce. Your selflessness and valour protect our
freedom. We salute you. Wishing you all a happy
Independence Day”, wrote Kiara.
On Kargil Diwas last year, Sidharth Malhotra shared
that Shershaah is one of his most passionate projects
of all time. Sharing a photo alongside Advani and the
film’s team, Sidharth wrote, “My passion project,
my most special film is finally going to be out there
for you to see…And it felt really emotional to
showcase the trailer to the Indian Army on this
historic day…Today on Kargil Vijay Diwas, Team
Shershaah salutes those brave hearts who sacrificed
their lives for the nation. Jai Hind”.

Allu Arjun Calls Rakul
Preet His 'Favourite
Person' As He Launches Her
Music Video 'Mashooka'

Happy Birthday

Aakanksha Singh
Latest and Upcoming Projects of the Runway 32 Actress

A

akanksha Singh has been climbing the stairs of
success in Bollywood after her major comeback
film Runway 34. The actress, who has worked in
both the Hindi and Telugu film industries, is turning a
year older today. She made her acting debut in the Hindi
television industry in 2012, when she featured as the lead
in Na Bole Tum Na Maine Kuch Kaha. She then appeared
in Gulmohar Grand, which ended with 17
episodes. The actress then switched to the
silver screen and made her Bollywood
debut in 2017.The second season of the
web series which recently premiered on
Disney+Hotstar has been loved by the
audience and has garnered praise from
critics. The plot revolves around the story
of a political family and three generations
fighting to gain power. Other than
Aakanksha, the series stars Naveen
Chandra, Jagapathi Babu, Sarathkumar,
Ishaan, Naina Ganguly, and Aamani in
key roles.Ajay Devgn’s film, also
starring Amitabh Bachchan, received
loved from many after it was released.
Aakanksha played the role of Ajay Devgan’s wife in the
film. She received a positive response for her role and
sharing screen space with Rakul Preet Singh in Runway

32.The Telugu sports drama has received a positive
response from the audience. Aakanksha plays the role
of the lead actor Adi Pinisetty’s lady luck. The
movie is about an athlete whose life takes a Uturn following a mishap. The bilingual film
was released on SonyLiv.Aakanksha, who
is all set for her upcoming project Rangbaaz
season three, has kept a few
surprise elements in her bag.
The actress plays the wife of
a gangster-turnedpolitician. Throughout the
series, she has played the
character of three
generations.The film
revolves around the story
of a man who turned into
a murderer after seeking
revenge on his
girlfriend’s brother and
father. The film is helmed
by Suseenthirana and
stars Aruldos,
Ramachandran Durairaj, Meenakshi
Govindarajan and Aakanksha Singh in
pivotal roles.

A

llu Arjun has launched the Telugu and Tamil
version of the music video Mashooka which
features Rakul Preet and is presented by
Jackky Bhagnani’s Jjust Music. This means that the
song which is already being loved around the
quarters in Hindi is now also available in two other
versions too.
Following the launch of the song, Pushpa: The Rise
actor took to her official Twitter account and sent
best wishes to the Mashooka team. “My heartfelt
wishes to my favourite person @Rakulpreet & the
entire team. Happy to launch my fav’s first music
video #Mashooka. Hope it touches all your hearts,"
he wrote.
Jackky Bhagnani reacted to Allu Arjun’s Tweet and
wrote, “Thank you so much brother for doing this
??this means a lot coming from you (sic)."
‘Mashooka’ is the boldest and quirkiest song that
transforms B- town girl-next-door Rakul Preet into a
sassy pop-queen. Rahul Preet looks like a vision to
behold, her aura is extremely powerful and her
energy is vivacious throughout the music video. The
music video for ‘Mashooka’ promises a very distinct
pop world. The colors used to create the set are
vibrant, giving the video a cutting edge. The song is
sung by Asses Kaur, Aditya Iyengar and Devash
Sharma.
Talking about Allu Arjun, the actor will be next seen in
Pushpa: The Rule. Reportedly, the film’s shooting
will begin in August this year. Earlier, it was being
said that Rashmika Mandanna’s character Srivalli
will be killed in the sequel. However, later, the
producer of the film dismissed all such reports and
called them ‘nonsense’. Besides this, Allu Arjun will
also be seen in Icon, the shooting of which is
currently underway. The film is directed by Venu
Sriramn and bankrolled by Dil Raju. Apart from
these, Arjun also has Siva Koratala’s yet-to-be-titled
movie with Pooja Hegde.
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Mcap of eight of top 10 firms
jumps over Rs 1.91 trn; Bajaj
Finance shines
New Delhi:VEight of the top 10 valued firms added Rs
1,91,622.95 crore to their market valuation last week,
with Bajaj Finance and Tata Consultancy Services
emerging as lead gainers.
The 30-share BSE Sensex jumped 1,498.02 points or
2.67 per cent last week.From the winners' pack, the
market valuation of Bajaj Finance rallied Rs 57,673.19
crore to Rs 4,36,447.88 crore at close on Friday.
The market capitalisation (mcap) of Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS) jumped Rs 47,494.49 crore to Rs
12,07,779.68 crore.HDFC Bank added Rs 23,481.09
crore to its valuation at Rs 7,97,251.18 crore and the
mcap of Infosys rose by Rs 18,219 crore to Rs
6,52,012.91 crore.The valuation of HDFC went higher
by Rs 14,978.42 crore to Rs 4,31,679.65 crore and that
of State Bank of India advanced Rs 12,940.69 crore to
Rs 4,71,397.99 crore.ICICI Bank's valuation climbed
Rs 12,873.62 crore to Rs 5,69,400.43 crore and that of
Reliance Industries Limited advanced Rs 3,962.45
crore to Rs 16,97,208.18 crore.
However, the valuation of Life Insurance Corporation of
India (LIC) declined by Rs 7,020.75 crore to Rs
4,28,739.97 crore.The mcap of Hindustan Unilever
dipped Rs 810.61 crore to Rs 6,19,551.97 crore.
In the ranking of top 10 firms, Reliance Industries
retained the most valued company title, followed by
TCS, HDFC Bank, Infosys, Hindustan Unilever,
ICICI Bank, State Bank of India, Bajaj Finance,
HDFC and LIC.

RBI likely to raise key policy
rate by 25-35 bps to check
inflation: Experts
MUMBAI: Days after the US Fed raised the interest rate,
the RBI may go in for its third consecutive policy rate
hike by 25-35 basis points to check high retail inflation,
experts said.The central bank has already announced to
gradually withdraw its accommodative monetary
policy stance.
The Reserve Bank's rate-setting panel -- Monetary
Policy Committee -- will meet on August 3 for three
days to deliberate on the prevailing economic situation
and announce its bi-monthly review on Friday.With
retail inflation ruling above 6 per cent for six months,
the RBI had raised the short-term borrowing rate (repo)
twice -- by 40 basis points in May and 50 basis points in
June.The existing repo rate of 4.9 per cent is still below
the pre-Covid level of 5.15 per cent. The central bank
sharply reduced the benchmark rate in 2020 to tide over
the crisis created by the pandemic outbreak.
Experts are of the view that the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) would raise the benchmark rate to at least the
pre-pandemic level this week and even further in later
months."We now expect the RBI MPC to raise the
policy repo rate by 35 bps on August 5 and change
stance to calibrated tightening," BofA Global Research
report said.The possibility of an aggressive 50 bps and
a measured 25 bps hike cannot be ruled out either, it
added.A research report by Bank of Baroda said that
while the Federal Reserve raised the rate by 225 bps in
CY22, the RBI has hiked the repo rate by 90 bps. An
aggressive rate hike by the Fed is feeding expectations
that the RBI may also front load its rate hikes.However,
conditions in India do not warrant an aggressive stance
by the RBI, it added."...in the absence of any fresh
shocks, India's inflation trajectory is likely to evolve in
line with the RBI's projections. Hence, we expect that
the RBI may hike rates by only 25 bps in Aug'22,
followed by another 25 bps rate hikes in the next two
meetings," it said.The government has tasked the
Reserve Bank to ensure consumer price index-based
inflation remains at 4 per cent with a margin of two per
cent on either side.Dhruv Agarwala, Group CEO,
Housing.com, said while other banking regulators
across the world, including the US Fed, are raising
rates aggressively, the situation in India does not
warrant that kind of approach yet.

Foreign Investors Return To
Indian Stocks After 9 Months
Hiatus, With ? 5,000 Crore
Net Investments
New Delhi: After nine consecutive months of relentless
selling, foreign investors have turned into net buyers
and invested nearly ? 5,000 crore in Indian equities in
July on softening dollar index and good corporate
earnings.That is in sharp contrast to a net withdrawal
of ? 50,145 crore from the stock market seen in June.
The latest month's reversal was the highest net outflow
since March 2020, when foreign portfolio investors
(FPIs) had pulled out ? 61,973 crore from equities, data
with depositories showed.
As we advance, Hitesh Jain, Lead Analyst - Institutional
Equities, Yes Securities, believes that FPI will remain
positive during August as the worst for the rupee seems
to be over, and oil seems confined in a range.
"Also, earnings story still remains strong where sturdy
revenue growth is offsetting contraction in profit
margins," he added.According to data with
depositories, FPIs infused a net amount of ? 4,989
crore in Indian equities in July. They were buyers for
nine days in the month.The net inflow also propelled
the equity markets northwards.FPIs turned net buyers
for the first time in July after nine straight months of
massive net outflows, which started in October last
year.Between October 2021 and June 2022, they sold a
mammoth ? 2.46 lakh crore in the Indian equity
markets.The turning point for the net flows in July was
US Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell's
statement that currently the US is not in a recession
helped improve sentiments and risk appetite globally;
Himanshu Srivastava, Associate Director - Manager
Research, Morningstar India, said.
Vijay Singhania, chairman at TradeSmart, said strong
corporate numbers also boosted the inflow.
Also, softening the dollar index and good quarterly
earnings from financials have helped improve the
sentiments, VK Vijayakumar, Cheif Investment
Strategist at Geojit Financial Services, said.
The recent correction in the Indian equity markets has
also provided a good buying opportunity. FPIs have
been taking advantage of the same by hand-picking
high-quality companies, Srivastava said.
However, FPIs pulled out a net amount of ? 2,056 crore
from the debt market during the month under review.
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IOC sold petrol at Rs 10 a litre loss, diesel at Rs 14
?This is the first quarterly loss in
over two years. The company had
reported a net loss in JanuaryMarch 2020, but that was on
account of inventory losses on
processing costlier crude.
New Delhi Indian Oil Corporation sold
petrol at a loss of Rs 10 per litre and
diesel at Rs 14 a litre during April-June,
leading to the firm reporting its first
quarterly net loss in over two years, a
report said.The nation's largest oil
refining and fuel retailing firm reported
a net loss of Rs 1,992.53 crore in AprilJune compared to Rs 5,941.37 crore of loss of Rs 10 per litre for petrol and Rs
net profit in the same period a year back 14 a litre for diesel for the quarter and
and Rs 6,021.9 crore in the preceding inventory loss of Rs 1,500-1,600 crore
January-March quarter.”IOC (Indian due to excise duty cut in the quarter,"
Oil Corporation) reported an 88 per cent ICICI Securities said.While fuel
year-on-year decline in its standalone retailers are supposed to revise petrol
EBITDA to Rs 1,358.9 crore and a net and diesel prices daily in line with cost,
loss of Rs 1,992.5 crore, despite record IOC and other state-owned firms Bharat
high gross refining margins (GRMs) of Petroleum Corporation Ltd (BPCL) and
U S D 3 1 . 8 p e r b a r r e l f o r t h e Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd
quarter.”Earnings decline was driven by (HPCL) kept prices on hold despite a
a sharp fall in retail fuel margins for rise in input cost.
petrol and diesel with an estimated net The basket of crude oil India imports

averaged USD 109 per barrel, but the
retail pump rates were aligned to about
USD 85-86 a barrel cost.This is the first
quarterly loss in over two years. The
company had reported a net loss in
January-March 2020, but that was on
account of inventory losses on
processing costlier crude.While GRMs
have come off post the Q1 highs to
levels of USD 11.8 per barrel (a low of
USD 0.8 per barrel was reached in the
third week of July), marketing margins
have improved owing to lower product

Bank Holidays 2022: Banks to remain
shut for 18 days in August; Full list here
New Delhi: Banks will be closed for a
total of 12 days in August 2022, with
the exception of six weekend leaves,
according to the Reserve Bank of
India's (RBI) vacation schedule.
August has a total of 18 bank
holidays.
Many bank holidays are regional,
varying from state to state and from
bank to bank. Patriot's Day, a regional
holiday for Imphal, happens on
August 13, the second Saturday of the
month, when all banks are closed, as do
the other 13 regional holidays. As a
result, instead of 19 holidays, there
will be only 18 this month. Read More:
PPF Scheme: Invest Rs 417 everyday
to become a Crorepati, here’s how
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
classified the holidays into three
categories: holidays under the
Negotiable Instruments Act, holidays
under the Negotiable Instruments Act
and Real-Time Gross Settlement, and
bank closings. Read More: ITR Filing
for financial year 2021-22: Facing
issues with e-verification, legal heir

registration, check THESE FAQs by
Income Tax Dept
Check the bank holidays in August under
Negotiable Instruments Act:
August 1: Drukpa Tshe-zi — Gangtok
August 8: Muharram (Ashoora) —
Jammu, Srinagar
August 9: Muharram (Ashoora) —
Agartala, Ahmedabad, Aizawl,
Belapur, Bengaluru, Bhopal, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Jaipur, Kanpur, Kolkata,
Lucknow, Mumbai, Nagpur, New
Delhi, Patna, Raipur and Ranchi
August 11: Raksha Bandhan —
Ahmedadabad, Bhopal, Dehradun,

Jaipur, and Shimla
ugust 12: Raksha Bandhan —
Kanpur, and LucknowAugust
13: Patriot’s Day — Imphal
August 15: Independence Day —
All over IndiAugust 16: Parsi
New Year (Shahenshahi) —
Belapur, Mumbai, and Nagpur
August 18: Janmashtami —
Bhubaneswar, Dehradun,
Kanpur and LucknowAugust
19: Janmashtami (Shravan Vad8)/ Krishna Jayanthi — Ahmedabad,
Bhopal, Chandigarh, Chennai,
Gangtok, Jaipur, Jammu, Patna,
Raipur, Ranchi, Shillong and Shimla
August 20: Sri Krishna Ashtami —
Hyderabad
August 29: Tithi of Srimanta Sankardeva
— GuwahatiAugust 31: Samvatsari
(Chaturthi Paksha)/Ganesh Chaturthi/
Varasiddhi Vinayaka Vrata/ Vinayakar
Chathurthi — Ahmedabad, Belapur,
Bengaluru, Bhubaneswar, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Mumbai, Nagpur and
Panaji.

prices. Therefore, we do factor in lower
losses for FY23 (April 2022 to March
2023) and GRMs sustaining at USD 1718 per barrel levels over the full year,"
ICICI Securities said in the report.
Typically, oil companies calculate a
refinery gate price based on import
parity rates. But if the marketing
division sells it at prices less than import
parity, losses are booked.
State fuel retailers are supposed to align
rates with an international cost every
day. But, they have periodically frozen
prices before crucial elections.
IOC, BPCL and HPCL stopped revising
rates ahead of assembly elections in
states like Uttar Pradesh last year. That
137-day freeze ended in late March,
with prices being raised by Rs 10 per
litre each before another round of freeze
came in force in early April.
This is despite international oil prices
soaring to multi-year high on supply
concerns following Russia's invasion of
Ukraine.The government in May cut
excise duty on petrol and diesel, which
was passed on to consumers instead of
being used to square off mouning losses
on the two fuel sales.
The current freeze on petrol and diesel
prices, excluding the reduction due to a
cut in excise duty, is now 116 days old.

PPF Scheme: Invest Rs 417 everyday
to become a Crorepati, here’s how
New Delhi: The Public Provident Fund, or PPF,
was established by the Indian government many
years ago to benefit small savers who do not want
to take risks. It is one of India's most popular
government-sponsored savings programmes.
The PPF is also one of the few plans that offers the
public the opportunity to save taxes through its
Exempt-Exempt-Exempt (EEE) feature, which
means that it is a completely tax-free savings
option. PPF, which was introduced in 1968 by the
Ministry of Finance's National Savings Institute,
has grown into a significant instrument for
Indians, allowing them to enjoy tax benefits.
PPF now offers an annual interest rate of 7.1%, with
interest computed on a monthly basis. According
to the guidelines, investors can invest in their PPF
account for up to 15 years in a succession.
However, if the money is not needed at the end of
15 years, the PPF account can be extended for as
many years as needed. This can be done in fiveyear increments by filing a PPF Account
Extension Form. PPF accounts allow investors to
contribute as little as Rs 500 per year and as much
as Rs 1.5 lakh per year.With its great popularity,
low risk, and tax-free characteristics, the PPF can

Sprite changes colour of iconic green bottle to
clear white after 60 years, here's why
?Sprite is replacing its iconic green bottle with
a white one.
?As per the company, it is simpler to reuse
clear plastic than green plastic for making new
bottles.
?Sprite logo will also be updated to feature a
clear "Recycle Me" message.
New Delhi: All good things eventually
come to an end, but it's preferable to get
rid of obsolete designs.
After more than 60 years, Sprite is
replacing its iconic green bottle with a
white one that is sustainable and kind
to the environment. Sprite's parent
company, Coco-Cola Co, said that the
new look will be implemented starting
on August 1, 2022. According to Coco-

Cola Co., the decision to alter the
bottle's packaging was made to
"promote a circular economy for
plastic packaging."For the uninitiated,
the polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
used to make the green bottle is
primarily utilised to create single-use
items like carpets and garments.
According to Coco-Cola Co., it is
simpler to reuse clear plastic than green
plastic for making new bottlesThe

help investors accumulate as much as Rs 1 crore if
recycled material is more often
invested wisely. Investors must use the method
converted into single-use items like
outlined below to accomplish this.
clothing and carpeting that cannot be If you invest Rs 417 every day in your PPF account,
recycled into new PET bottles,” the
your monthly investment value is approximately
statement read.
Rs 12,500. This indicates you are investing
Coca-Cola and R3Cycle, a reprocessing
slightly more than Rs 1,50,00 in your Public
company, have teamed up to
Provident Fund account per year, which is the
implement bottle-to-bottle recycling
maximum allowed. After 15 years, the total sum
throughout the United States.Julian
accumulated will be Rs 40.58 lakh, and you will
Ochoa, chief executive officer of
have to extend the tenure again in five-year
R3CYCLE -a recycling company that
increments.If you continue to do this from the age
works with Coca-Cola Consolidated,
of 25 to the age of 50, that is for 25 years, the
said, "When recycled, clear PET Sprite
amount you will receive upon maturity may be as
bottles can be remade into [new]
much as Rs 1.03 crore lakh. This amount is
bottles, helping drive a circular
completely tax-free, and the total interest earned
economy for plastic."
will be close to 66 lakh. In 25 years, the total
amount you will have placed will be roughly Rs
The Sprite logo will also be updated to
37 lakh.On that topic, it should be noted that the
feature a clear "Recycle Me" message.
ideal approach to maximise your investment
However, packaging designs and the
returns is to deposit funds between the 1st and 5th
distinctive green cap will keep the
of each month, as interest is computed monthly.
"iconic" green legacy alive.

Silly to compare Sri Lanka's economic
situation with India: Arvind Panagariya
NEW DELHI: Former NITI Aayog Viceover rising inflation and unemployment
(PLFS).On questions raised by some
move out of emerging markets and
Chairman Arvind Panagariya on Sunday
and said India looks a "lot like Sri Lanka"
experts on India's official data on a range
Europe into the United States.
said it would be 'silly' to compare the
and the Centre should not distract people.
of subjects, he said the country's GDP, "That has led to a depreciation of nearly all
economic situation of Sri Lanka with Sri Lanka is grappling with a severe
PLFS and vital statistics collection fare
major currencies against the dollar. The
India, though lessons can be learnt from
well in international comparisons."There
economic crisis and India has been at the
rupee is not unique in this regard," he said,
the crisis in the island nation.
are some genuine criticisms that need to
forefront of extending economic
adding that if anything, the rupee has
be addressed. We certainly need to invest
Panagariya, in an interview with PTI further
assistance to Sri Lanka.
depreciated less than most other
said since the 1991 balance of payments Panagariya said, "We must surely take a lot more in revamping our data
currencies partially due to heavy
collection," he noted.Having said this, intervention by the RBI.
crisis, successive governments have
lessons from the Sri Lankan experience
Panagariya said 'we must also call out and Panagariya pointed out that while during
managed the macroeconomy
for our future macroeconomic
reject many motivated criticisms'.For
conservatively.He pointed out that in the
management. That is the main relevance
2022, the rupee has depreciated 7 per cent
instance, according to him, those such as
case of India, fiscal deficits have not been
of the events there for India."
against the dollar, in comparison, the Euro
the Economist and New York Times
allowed to get out of hand, the exchange Replying to a question on unemployment,
is down by 13 per cent, the British pound
providing the alternative estimates of
rate has been allowed to depreciate to
by 11 per cent and the Japanese yen by 16
Panagariya, a professor of economics at
Covid deaths in India need to apply higher
keep the current-account deficit low,
per cent.In Asia also, the South Korean
Columbia University asserted that India's
standards to the evaluation of their own
monetary policy has been restrained to
won, Philippines peso, Thai baht and
problem is not unemployment; instead, it
(highly flawed) methodologies.
keep inflation low and the opening of
Taiwanese dollar have all fallen more
is under-employment or low-productivity
financial capital flows has been done in a employment."We need to work on Asked whether he thinks the Indian
than the rupee against the US dollar.
calibrated fashion."This is a silly
economy is in a better position than it was "The net result is an appreciation of the
creating well-paid jobs for the masses,"
comparison...suggestions of any parallels
eight years ago, he said, "You can look at
he said, adding that the unemployment
rupee against all of these currencies," he
between India and Sri Lanka currently are rate even in the Covid year of 2020-21 any indicator you like: per-capita income,
argued.On fears of economic recession,
laughable," Panagariya said, adding that had been down to 4.2 per cent compared poverty, life expectancy, nutrition, and
Panagariya observed that persistent
India has rarely borrowed abroad to with 6.1 per cent in 2017-18.The eminent i n f a n t m o r t a l i t y. Yo u w i l l s e e
inflation at rates not witnessed in four
finance its fiscal deficit.
economist noted that those who had improvement in each of these indicators."
decades and entrenchment of inflationary
The eminent economist was asked to
raised a hue and cry at the 6.1 per cent rate Responding to a question on the Indian expectations, especially in the United
comment on former Congress president
rupee weakening to a record low,
in 2017-18 have now gone completely
States, have meant that the only way for
Rahul Gandhi's statement in which
Panagariya said the rise in the interest the central banks to break the back of
quiet on the unemployment rates reported
Gandhi hit out at the Modi government
by the Periodic Labour Force Survey rates in the United States had led capital to inflation is through the recession.
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Commonwealth Games 2022:
Emma McKeon after winning 10th
CWG gold – Really proud of what
I've done
New Delhi 28-year-old Emma McKeon, on
Saturday, July 30, equalled Australia’s
record of most gold medals in the
Commonwealth Games. She won her 10th
gold after winning the women’s 4x100
metres relay. McKeon equalled Ian Thorpe,
Susie O'Neill and Leisel Jones’s tally of gold
medals.
McKeon came into the mega event with eight
gold medals and has every chance of
scripting history. Back in 2014, the New
South Wales-born Aussie swimmer won four
gold medals in Glasgow, followed by another
four at the Gold Coast in 2018.
Going down the memory lane, McKeon talked
about how proud she was of her journey over
the years."It's nice to do that 10th one in a
relay. It's kind of all a bit of a blur, I guess. It's
been over a long time. I mean my first one
was 2014 and I was so young,” McKeon was
quoted as saying."Looking back on who I
was back then, I feel like I've come a long
way and I'm really proud of what I've done
but also proud of how I've grown as a
person," she stated.McKeon had the chance
of winning her 11th gold medal on Saturday
itself, but the rub of the green didn’t go her
way. She fell short by 0.02 seconds behind
Margaret Mac Neil, an Olympic champion,
in the 100m butterfly.McKeon has been
among the best swimmers in the world,
having also won 11 medals at the Olympics.
Last year, she won as many as seven medals
(four gold and three bronze) in Tokyo.

Commonwealth Games 2022: Hockey
skipper Manpreet Singh wants India
to ‘not underestimate’ any
opposition
New Delhi Indian hockey skipper Manpreet
Singh has urged his team to not
underestimate any opposition in the
Commonwealth Games 2022. On Sunday,
July 31, Manpreet’s men are set to start their
campaign against Ghana in a Pool B
match.Last year, India won an Olympic
medal after 41 years after beating Germany
in the bronze medal match. Back in 2010 and
2014, they won silver at New Delhi and
Glasgow respectively.
Apart from Ghana, India will also face
England, Canada and Wales in Group B.
Manpreet, who is set to play his 300th
international match, wants his team to stay
focussed throughout the tournament.
"Our philosophy this time around at the
Commonwealth Games 2022 is to 'zoom out
and zoom in'. Our coaches have told us to
zoom out and visualise what we have to
achieve. We want to win a medal, but how
can we achieve the same? "The first thing
that we have to do is not underestimate any
team," Manpreet was quoted as saying.
"Secondly, we have to ensure that we perform
our best match by match and focus on our
game plan," he added.Head coach, Graham
Reid, in the meantime, said that the team had
adjusted to the playing conditions in
Birmingham."It's surprisingly cold here.
Each day, we get surprised and keep
questioning whether the summer is coming
anytime soon. Everyone is now settled in.
The first few days, we were getting everyone
accustomed to everything in the Village so
that when the matches start, people are very
familiar and comfortable," Reid said."We
focused on getting accustomed to the pitch,
the playing conditions, and getting ourselves
adapted to the surroundings," he added.
As far as the upcoming game is concerned,
India haven’t faced Ghana since the 1975
World Cup. Back then, India defeated them
7-0.India will also want to make amends
after they failed to make a podium finish at
the Gold Coast in 2018.

ENG vs SA | There is a lot of
competition within team at
present: South Africa batter
Reeza Hendricks
New Delhi South Africa batter Reeza
Hendricks said that there is a lot of
competition within Proteas and he is grateful
for the opportunities at his disposal.
South Africa and England are levelled at 1-1 in
the three-match T20I series after the Proteas
won the opening game by 41 runs and
England took the second match with a 58-run
triumph. The sides will clash in the decider at
the Ageas Bowl in Southampton on Sunday.
In-form Hendricks gave strong contributions
in both the T20Is, scoring 57 off 33 and 53 off
32 for South Africa. With several batters in
sublime form and raising hands for places in
the line-up for the T20 World Cup in October,
Hendricks said that he will continue to take
his chances.
"It's obviously nice to contribute," Hendricks
said. "There's a lot of competition within the
team at present, which is also a good thing as
well. So I'm happy I got the opportunity and
managed to put in two good performances.
"Where that leaves me, I'm not sure, but
whatever opportunity I get I'll try to do the
best as I can. Then whatever happens from
there selection wise and where it puts me, it's
up to the team, the coaches and the selectors
as to where they see me fit."Hendricks added
that he wants to build on his performances
and help South Africa finish the T20Is
a g a i n s t E n g l a n d s t r o n g l y. I t w a s
disappointing (the performance) after the
first game and the talk was about bouncing
back from that, which we managed to do.
"So this is a big game now but we're quite
confident. We back ourselves to go out there
and put in another good performance.
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CWG 2022: My father said 'gold se kismat badalti hai, par mein khush hoon'; don't
want him to run 'paan' shop anymore, says silver medallist Sanket Sargar
NEW DELHI: 'Papa ko gold ka promise kiya tha,
cart. (Credit: TOI Special Arrangement)
silver aaya, par wo khush hain' (I had promised my "There are many athletes whose lives changed after
father a gold medal but he is happy with the silver I
they won medals. The Government has been very
won), Indian weightlifter Sanket Sargar told
supportive so far. I want to help my parents. I don't
TimesofIndia.com from Birmingham after he
want my father to run the 'paan' shop anymore. They
opened the country's medal count at the
have made a lot of sacrifices for me. I owe
Commonwealth Games by claiming a silver in the
everything to them. I dedicate my medal to them.
men's 55kg category.There was a distinct look of
this is just a beginning for me and I know I still have
dejection on Sanket's face while attending the medal
to go a long way," an emotional Sanket further
ceremony with his right elbow in a sling. He was
shared with TimesofIndia.com from
recalling the promise he had made to his father
Birmingham.Sanket dominated the snatch round but
Mahadev Ananda Sargar who runs a 'paan' and tea
he could attempt only the first lift in the clean and
shop in Sangli, Maharashtra."I hope this medal will
jerk round as he picked up an elbow injury and was
change my family's fortunes. I don't want my father
in immense pain. He failed to lift 139kg in his
to run a 'paan' shop anymore," Sanket told
second and third attempts.Malaysia's Bin Mohamad
TimesofIndia.com barely a few hours after
Aniq lifted 142kg in his third and final clean and jerk
clinching the silver medal on Saturday.Sanket's
attempt to snatch the gold away from Sanket, by just
father Mahadev Ananda Sargar at his paan shop.
a kilo."Who wants to get injured? No athlete wants
(Credit: TOI Special Arrangement)The 21-year-old
that. But injuries and sports go hand in hand. I was
looked well on course to winning the gold, but two
confident of winning the gold but when I got injured,
failed clean and jerk attempts, because of a tragic
I left everything to fate, but the gold was not to be.
elbow injury, denied him the top honour. He lifted a
Not just me, my coaches were also upset. I was
total of 248kg (113kg+135kg) to finish second in the
angry. They also expected gold from me. In the end,
event."After the silver medal win, I spoke to my
they gave me confidence and motivated me to go for
father and mother. My father said 'gold aata to achha
gold in the upcoming tournaments," Sanket further
rehta par mei khush hoon' (The gold would have
told TimesofIndia.com.Sanket believes the injury
been good but I am happy). He said let's see what life
he suffered will keep him away from the sport for
has in store after this medal. My father said 'gold se
some weeks, but his confidence is not shaken.“The
kismat badalti hai' (Gold changes destiny). My
reports are yet to come and I believe it is a fracture. I
parents were happy and encouraged me. But gold is
will have to take rest and recover from this injury.
gold," Sanket said.Sanket's father and mother
My main targets now are the Asian Games and the
Mahadev Ananda Sargar and Rajashree at their tea
Paris Olympics.

Zimbabwe vs Bangladesh: Nurul Hasan asks his team to improve
after defeat in 1st T20I - Don't want to show any excuses
ZOn Saturday, Zimbabwe beat

Bangladesh by 17 runs
ZSikandar Raza scored an
unbeaten 26-ball 65 in Harare
ZThe second T20I will take place on
Sunday, July 31

New Delhi Bangladesh skipper Nurul Hasan
refused to give any excuses after his team
lost to Zimbabwe in the first T20I by 17 runs
on Saturday, July 30. After opting to bat first
at the Harare Sports Club, the hosts racked
up a mammoth score of 205 for three.
Sikandar Raza scored an unbeaten 26-ball 65
with the help of seven fours and four sixes,
helping Zimbabwe cross the 200-run mark.
In the last 46 balls, Craig Ervine’s men

scored 106 runs.Taskin Ahmed, Mustafizur
Rahman and Shoriful Islam conceded runs at
an economy rate of over 10. Nurul admitted
that the Tigers' bowlers failed to hit the right
channels in the death overs.”I think we failed
to bowl in good areas in the last five to six
overs and they batted really well. There are
the areas (bowling in the last five to six
overs) that we need to improve before the
next game," Nurul was quoted as

saying.Nurul stated that Bangladesh leaked
10-15 runs more while bowling and had
they bowled well, the visitors could have
ended on the winning side.
"I don't want to show any excuses, whether it
is batting, bowling or fielding, it is all about
us and we have to improve. Everyone tried
their level best and it was a 50-50 game.
Chasing down over 200 runs would have
been a big deal,” he stated."When we came
to the dressing room we were confident that
we could chase down the total as the wicket
was good, but as I said, we have a lot to
improve as far as bowling in the last five to
six overs are concerned. I feel if we had
given 10 to 15 runs less, then it could have
been a different game all together," Nurul
added.The second T20I of the three-match
series is scheduled to take place on Sunday,
July 31 at the same venue.

Weightlifter Bindyarani Devi: The girl
who made India proud after clinching
silver at Commonwealth Games 2022
New Delhi Bindyarani Devi was just
another name in the Indian athletics
fraternity. But after Saturday, July 30,
the 23-year-old had pretty much made a
name for herself. Having won India’s
fourth medal at the Commonwealth
Games 2022, the woman prodigy from
Imphal has given a glimpse of what she
can do in top-level weightlifting.The
youngster missed out on winning gold
by a whisker after losing to Nigeria’s
Adijat Adenike Olarinoye by only one
point in the women’s 55kg finals.
Earlier in the day, another weightlifter,
Sanket Sargar, also had a similar fate in
the same category.
Although she failed to win gold, Devi
lifted 116 kgs on her third attempt in the
clean and jerk round, which turned out
to be a record in the Commonwealth
Games. It was also her personal best.
It was almost a decade before when Devi
started her weightlifting career. Back in
2013, she started putting in the hard
yards. After three long years, Devi was
selected for training at NCOE Imphal.
The fact that her family supported her
through thick and thin during that phase

Commonwealth Games 2022: India eye maiden cricket
victory at CWG in blockbuster match against Pakistan
'New Delhi India will be aiming for a maiden
by Grace Harris and Alana King as India
victory in the women's T20I competition at
debutant Meghna Singh and Radha Yadav
the Commonwealth Games (CWG) as they
leaked runs.India would look to rectify their
take on arch-rivals Pakistan at Edgbaston,
mistakes and comeback stronger, especially
Birmingham on Sunday (July 31).
in bowling department which is missing
Pooja Vastrakar, who continues to be in
India are in a tight spot with fears of an early
isolation after testing positive for Covid-19.
exit, having lost their opening match by
Notably, it was Vastrakar, along with Sneh
three wickets against Australia in the
Rana, who guided India to victory against
tournament's curtain raiser. Captain
Pakistan in their league match during the
Harmanpreet Kaur led from the front and hit
2022 ODI World Cup. India were in a spot of
a half-century to help India post 154/8.
bother before Vastrakar and Rana saved
Although it was a moderate target, India
India's ship from sinking in New
almost made a game out of it as Renuka
Zealand.India and Pakistan last played a
Singh Thakur rattled the Australian topT20I match during the 2018 ICC Women's
order.Thakur returned with the figures of
World T20, with India coming on top after
4/18 in her four-overs quota as she bagged
Mithali Raj's fifty. Overall, India's win-loss
the wickets of big guns Alyssa Healy, Meg
record against Pakistan is 9-2 in T20Is. In
Lanning, Beth Mooney and Tahlia McGrath.
their last five meetings, it was India who
However, India lost the plot as Ashleigh
defeated Pakistan four times.
Gardner stood strong to script a remarkable
escape. Gardner (52*) was ably supported Pakistan, on the other hand, also lost their

opening match at the ongoing
Commonwealth Games in Birmingham
after going down against Barbados by 15
runs. Pakistan bowlers did well to keep
Barbados, who played their first
international match and are representing
West Indies at CWG, in check, but fifties
from Hayley Matthews and Kycia Knight
helped Barbados to post 144/4.In reply,
Pakistan's top-order, including captain
Bismah Maroof, failed miserably as
Matthews's bowling and fielding brilliance
made things difficult for Pakistan. Star allrounder Nida Dar single-handedly fought
till the end but lack of support from the other
end left her stranded on fifty.Currently, India
and Pakistan are in third and fourth position
on Group A table, with both sides yet to open
their accounts. Barbados are leading the
pool with a healthier net run rate as
compared to Australia.

helped her immensely.
She honed her skills and got better while
training for three years at Imphal. In
2019, Devi took a step forward and
joined the Indian national camp in
Patiala.Prior to that, she won her maiden
medal when she clinched silver in the
2016 Commonwealth Championships
back in 2016.In 2019, she raised the bar
and won gold at the Commonwealth
Senior Championships. Two years later,
in the same tournament, she won silver
and started showing quite some
consistency.
On Saturday, Devi put her best foot
forward and helped India win a medal at
CWG 2022. Sky seems the limit for
Bindyarani Devi, who has raised the bar
over the years.

Liverpool defeat Manchester City 3-1 to win FA
Community Shield in curtain-raiser to 2022-23 campaign
Goals from AlexanderArnold, Salah and
Nunez secured the
win for Liverpool
Julian Alvarez scored
Manchester City's
only goal of the
evening
Erling Haaland had an
awful outing against
Liverpool

'New Delhi Goals from Trent
Alexander-Arnold, Mohamed
Salah and Darwin Nunez
powered Liverpool to secure a
3-1 win over Manchester City
and lift the FA Community
Shield on Saturday.
The Community Shield, which is
considered as the curtain-raiser
to the new season, was
contested at Leicester City's
home ground, the King Power
stadium, this time around.
Arnold opened the scoring for
Liverpool in the 21st minute of
the game. Thiago Alcantara
floated a ball to Salah, who laid it to the
English right-back whose shot went into the
far corner.
Manchester City's new signing, Erling Haaland,
had a day to forget as the Norwegian striker
missed many key chances as Pep Guardiola's
team looked off colour.However, in the 70th

minute, another new City signing, Julian
Alvarez, levelled things up as he pounced on a
loose ball after Liverpool keeper Adrian had
pushed away a shot from Phil Foden. The goal
was initially ruled out for offside. But on
further investigation by VAR, the on-field
decision was overturned and the scores were
level.In the 83rd minute, VAR came into play

once again and this time it was in favour of
Liverpool. Referee Craig Pawson was
called up to the pitch side monitor where
he saw that Ruben Dias had handled
Nunez' header inside the box. Salah slotted
home the penalty to restore the lead for the
Reds.Nunez capped off a good individual
performance for Liverpool as he nodded
home a ball from Andy Robertson to
secure the win for Jurgen Klopp's
men.Haaland's day went from bad to
worse as he missed a knife-edged chance
to pull one back for City during stoppage
time.After the game, Arnold was full of
praise for new boy Nunez. As quoted by
Reuters, the right-back hailed the striker's
impact on the game and called him a top
player.”He won the penalty, scored a goal and
looked very lively. He's been bought in to score
goals and he's proved he can do that today."
“He's a top player, a young player who is willing
to learn. He's bonded well with the lads. He
came on with a point to prove," said Arnold.
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PM Extends Wishes To Weightlifter
Bindyarani Devi For Commonwealth Silver

19,673 Covid Cases In
India, 39 Virus-Related
Deaths In A Day
New Delhi. India's COVID-19 case rally rose by
19,673 in a day to reach 4,40,19,811 while active
cases reached 1,43,676, according to the Union
Health Ministry data updated on Sunday. The death
count has climbed to 5,26,357 with 39 more fatalities,
the data updated at 8 am stated.
Active caseload increased by 292 in a day and comprise
0.33 per cent of the total infections, while the national
COVID-19 recovery rate was 98.48 per cent, the
ministry said.
The number of people who have recuperated from the
viral disease surged to 4,33,49,778 while the case
fatality rate was recorded at 1.20 per cent. The daily
positivity rate was 4.96 per cent and the weekly
positivity rate was recorded at 4.88 per cent.
According to the Union Health Ministry, 204.25 crore
doses of Covid vaccine have been administered in the
country so far.
India's COVID-19 case tally had crossed the 20-lakh
mark on August 7, 2020, 30 lakh on August 23, 40
lakh on September 5 and 50 lakh on September 16. It
went past 60 lakh on September 28, 70 lakh on
October 11, crossed 80 lakh on October 29, 90 lakh
on November 20 and surpassed the one-crore mark
on December 19. India crossed the grim milestone of
two crore on May 4 last year, three crore on June 23
and four crore on January 25 this year.
The 39 new fatalities include seven in West Bengal,
four in Maharashtra, three in Delhi, two each from
Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh,
Punjab and Uttar Pradesh and one each in Assam,
Goa, Karnataka, Nagaland, Sikkim, Tripura and
Uttarakhand. PTI PLB NSD NSD

Who is IPS Sanjay Arora,
appointed as
Commissioner of Delhi
Police
New Delhi. IPS officer Sanjay Arora was appointed as
the Delhi Police Commissioner on Sunday. He will
become the new commissioner from August 1.
WHO IS SANJAY ARORA?
Sanjay Arora graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
Electrical and Electronics Engineering from Malviya
National Institute of Technology in Rajasthan.
After joining the IPS, he served in various capacities in
the Tamil Nadu Police. He was the Superintendent of
Police (SP), Special Task Force, where he achieved
significant success against the Veerappan gang, for
which he was awarded the CM’s Gallantry Medal for
Bravery and Heroic Action.He served as
Commissioner of Police, Coimbatore city from 2002
to 2004. He has also served as Deputy Inspector
General of Police, Villupuram range and Deputy
Director of Vigilance and Anti-Corruption.
He has led the Chennai City Police as Additional
Commissioner Crime & Headquarters and Additional
Commissioner Traffic. On promotion, he was
appointed as ADGP (Operations) and ADGP
(Administration) in Tamil Nadu Police.
He also served in the Indo-Tibetan Border Police
(ITBP) on deputation as
Commandant from 1997 to
2002. He commanded a
border guarding ITBP
Battalion in Matli,
Uttarakhand from 1997 to
2000. He also served as the
Inspector General (Special
Operations) BSF, IG
Chhattisgarh Sector CRPF
and IG Operations CRPF.
He has served as ADG HQ
& Ops CRPF and Spl DG J&K Zone CRPF before
being appointed as DG, ITBP. He assumed the charge
of DG ITBP on 31 August, 2021 as the 31st Chief of
the Force. He was awarded the Police Medal for
Meritorious Service in 2004, the President’s Police
Medal for Distinguished Service in 2014, the Police
Special Duty medal, Antrik Suraksha Padak and the
UN Peacekeeping medal, among others.
NO EXTENSION FOR FORMER COMMISSIONER
Sanjar Arora’s appointment letter by the Ministry of
Home Affairs quashed rumours that emerged on
Saturday that former commissioner Rakesh Asthana
was given an extension for six months. Arora’s
colleagues said his appointment as the Delhi Police
commissioner will boost its morale adding that the
force will get a “professional, no-nonsense and
uncomplicated officer”.

The Prime Minister highlighted that this accomplishment is a manifestation of her tenacity and it has made every Indian very happy.
New Delhi. Prime Minister Narendra wish her the very best for her future 23-year-old lifted a total of 202
Modi on Sunday congratulated endeavours," tweeted PM Modi on kilograms. She lifted 86 kilograms
weightlifter Bindyarani Devi for Sunday morning.
in the snatch round and registered a
winning a silver medal at the Bindyarani Devi won the silver medal Commonwealth Games record lift
Commonwealth Games in the UK's in the women's 55 kg weightlifting of 116 kilograms in the clean and
Birmingham.
at the Commonwealth Games 2022 jerk round.
The Prime Minister highlighted that taking India's tally to four on Nigeria's Adijat Adenike Olarinoye
t h i s a c c o m p l i s h m e n t i s a Saturday. She looked set for a also obliterated the Games record in
manifestation of her tenacity and it bronze when she failed in her snatch and total effort with an
has made every Indian very second clean and jerk attempt of 114 aggregate of 203 kg (92 kg 111 kg)
h a p p y. " C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s t o kilograms. But she attempted 116 to win the gold medal.
Bindyarani Devi for winning a kilograms with her final lift and Earlier, Mirabai Chanu won India's
Silver medal at CWG, Birmingham. managed to enter into the second first gold while Sanket Sargar and
T h i s a c c o m p l i s h m e n t i s a position, and finished with just 1 Gururaja Poojary had clinched
manifestation of her tenacity and it kilogram less than gold medallist s i l v e r a n d b r o n z e m e d a l s ,
has made every Indian very happy. I Adijat Olarinoye from Nigeria. The respectively.

Partha Chatterjee had booked two new luxury
cars for aide Arpita before arrest
In their search for Arpita Mukherjee’s missing high-end cars, ED officials have found that Partha
Chatterjee allegedly booked two more vehicles for her and made advance payments for them.
New Delhi. Enforcement Directorate
officials have learnt that sacked
Bengal minister Partha Chatterjee
used to take his close associate Arpita
Mukherjee on joyrides in the high-end
cars that are now missing from the
parking lot of the latter’s south
Kolkata flat, a PTI report said.”There
were two cars — a Mercedes and a
Mini Cooper — belonging to
Mukherjee. These vehicles were used
by the minister and his aide Mukherjee
for joyrides. Inside these two vehicles,
she used to have parties," an ED
official told .
According to the report, one of these cars
was gifted to Arpita Mukherjee by
Chatterjee. It is also believed that the
TMC leader helped her in buying the
other vehicles as well.
ED sleuths have also found that
Chatterjee allegedly booked two more
luxury vehicles for Arpita and made
advance payments for them. These
transactions were conducted through
two shell companies, an agency

official alleged."These two vehicles
were booked for two shell companies
and advance payments have been
made. But before they were delivered,

the duo was arrested," he said.The
ED is searching for the four luxury
and mid-range cars that vanished
from Arpita Mukherjee's residence
in Kolkata's Diamond City
complex shortly after her arrest in
t h e We s t B e n g a l t e a c h e r
recruitment scam.
The ED also arrested Chatterjee,
who was the education minister
when the irregularities took place.
The central agency is probing the
money trail in the scam and has
recovered about Rs 50 crore in
cash, besides gold and foreign
currency from two flats owned by
Arpita Mukherjee.
In the wake of the scandal, Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
relieved Chatterjee of his
portfolios, including the important
departments of commerce and
industry on Thursday. He was also
suspended from the Trinamool
Congress and removed from all party
posts.

Nursing student commits suicide in college hostel in TN’s Thiruverkadu
Chennai. A second year nursing student police reached the spot, retrieved the check call records and to ascertain the
allegedly died by suicide inside her body and sent it for autopsy. The case cause of suicide.
hostel room of a private institution in was immediately transferred to CB- As many as five students have died by
Thiruverkadu in Tamil Nadu.
CID.
suicide in Tamil Nadu in the last two
19-year-old Sumathi, who hailed from The investigation team which visited weeks. The first case was reported
Erode, was found hanging inside a the spot is to initiate enquiries with the from Kallakurichi where a Class 12
hostel room on Saturday evening.
parents and fellow students and to girl jumped from her hostel building
After receiving the information, the confiscate the student’s phone to citing harassment by teachers.

Discuss, Debate, Decide And Avoid Disruption: Vice
President Venkaiah Naidu To New MPs
New Delhi. Amid continued
protracted disruption as a
disruptions in Parliament, Vice
Parliamentary strategy should
President M Venkaiah Naidu on
be avoided.
Saturday said adversarial politics
"Let the government propose, let
should not be allowed to impact
the Opposition oppose and let
the functioning of Parliament and
the House dispose," is the only
state legislatures.
way forward in a democracy.
Inaugurating a two-day orientation
The members should resort to
programme for new MPs
the three-D mantra: discuss,
virtually from Hyderabad, he said
debate and decide, and avoid
differences should be resolved
the other 'D' - disruption, he
through debates and discussions
said.
by cultivating the ability to
Reminding the members that
House," he said.
understand others' opinions point
their performances and conduct
Mr Naidu urged the members to put an are under constant public scrutiny and
but not necessarily agree with them.
end to unpleasant situations in the evaluation, Naidu counselled them to
Expressing concern over the
House in order to sustain the credibility retain public trust and confidence,
overshadowing of debates and
of Parliamentary institutions in public which he said can be ensured through
discussions by rising disruption and
confrontation, Mr Naidu said people, esteem. Discipline, dignity and orderly proceedings.
especially the youth, are justifiably decorum in the House are sine qua non, Highlighting Prime Minister Narendra
getting impatient and disillusioned he stressed.
Modi's motto of 'Perform, Reform and
with the way democratic institutions Urging the members to make significant Transform', he stated that his concerted
and meaningful contributions to enrich efforts to effectively enhance the
are functioning.
the proceedings of the House, Naidu functioning of the House have resulted
"Both government and the Opposition
said while informed critique of the in almost doubling of the productivity
have the collective responsibility for a
government is always welcomed, in the last eight sessions.
smooth and effective functioning of the

Probe Officials
Threaten Liquor
Shops: Delhi Minister
On Policy Roll Back
The polling is to be held to fill two
Legislative Council seats in Uttar Pradesh
while one seat will go to polls in Karnataka.

New Delhi. The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) on
Saturday released its list of candidates for the
August 11 Legislative Council by-elections in
Uttar Pradesh and Karnataka. The polling is to be
held to fill two Legislative Council seats in Uttar
Pradesh while one seat will go to polls in
Karnataka.
The BJP declared the names of Dharmendra Singh
Sainthwar and Nirmala Paswan as candidates for
the council by-polls in Uttar Pradesh while
Baburao Chinchanasuru was fielded in Karnataka,
according to the party's national general secretary
Arun Singh.
Notably, Sainthwar is the Gorakhpur region chief of
the BJP and Paswan is the party's Kashi region
vice president. The two seats in Uttar Pradesh
went vacant after a resignation by BJP leader
Thakur Jaiveer Singh and the demise of
Samajwadi Party leader Ahmed Hassan.
Earlier in April, the party had swept the Uttar
Pradesh legislative council elections that were
held on 36 seats. BJP had registered a win on 33
seats. Meanwhile, in a major political
development in Uttar Pradesh last month, BJP
candidate Ghanshyam Singh Lodhi won the Lok
Sabha by-poll in Rampur under the leadership of
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, the bastion of
Samajwadi Party (SP) big shot Azam Khan.
In Rampur, BJP had fielded Ghanshyam Singh
Lodhi who recently joined the party. Whereas, SP
candidate Asim Raja was handpicked by Azam
Khan. Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) did not contest
from Rampur.
Rampur Lok Sabha seat went vacant due to the
resignation of veteran SP leader Azam Khan after
he was elected to the Uttar Pradesh Legislative
Assembly in the recently held state election.
Mr Khan was elected MP from the Rampur seat in
the 2019 Lok Sabha elections. The vacancy in the
Lok Sabha seat was created by the resignation of
former Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister and
Samajwadi Party chief Akhilesh Yadav after he
was elected an MLA in state Assembly polls.

"No Need To Panic": Aviation Regulator Chief On Recent Flight Snags
All the snags experienced are routine and happen with all airlines and all types of fleet, the aviation regulator chief said.
New Delhi. The Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA)'s chief Arun Kumar on
Sunday said technical snags faced by
domestic carriers in recent weeks did not
have the potential to cause havoc and that
even foreign airlines that came to India
reported 15 technical snags in the last 16
days.The country's civil aviation space is
"absolutely safe" and all the protocols laid
down by the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO) are followed, the
aviation regulator chief said.
Against the backdrop of a spate of technical
snags suffered by Indian airlines in recent
weeks and DGCA curtailing operations of
SpiceJet, Mr Kumar stressed that there is no
need to panic as none of the events that have
been reported/discussed had the potential to
cause havoc.
"All the snags experienced are routine and
happen with all airlines and all types of fleet.
In the last 16 days, even for the foreign
operators who come to India, we have seen 15
technical snags, which have been attended
and rectified," Mr Kumar told PTI in an
interview.

Specific details about snags that were
30 this year, a total of 150 of technical snags suffered by the carrier's
faced by the overseas carriers were not
incidents occurred to the planes. The same day, SpiceJet issued a
disclosed.
aircraft operated by scheduled statement saying that due to the current lean
airlines due to component and travel season, the airline like others had
According to Mr Kumar, the snags faced
system malfunction, according already rescheduled its flight operations and
by the foreign operators were similar
to the civil aviation ministry.
that there will be absolutely no impact on its
to that encountered by the Indian
carriers. In recent times, more than a
During the period from May 2 to flight operations. Responding to reservations
dozen instances of Indian carriers
July 13, DGCA undertook a expressed in certain quarters that DGCA
facing technical snags have become
special drive of 353 spot action against SpiceJet was not strong
enough, Mr Kumar said, "I am not here to
public, especially in the case of
checks.
SpiceJet, and the DGCA is keeping a
Emphasising that the aviation shut down airlines. My role is to take
close watch on the developments.
sector is "process-driven", Mr measures to ensure safe and efficient flying".
“What most of them (recent incidents
Kumar said, "there are hundreds The DGCA chief also mentioned that the fleet
of technical snags) required was
of thousands of components in of Indian carriers is mostly young compared
troubleshooting, replacement of some
an aircraft and if one or two to those of many other countries. "The focus
component say windshield due to
components have issues, it does is always on safety and to ensure that any
outer layer crack, defective valve,
not always mean that there are situation is not allowed to worsen."
high-pressure switch, landing gear
high risks or the possibility of The safety oversight process of DGCA
pandemic, the domestic civil aviation sector fatal incidents." He also noted that it will be includes surveillance, spot check and
uplock, hydraulic accumulator or an
is on the recovery path and on average there naive to assume that an aircraft, which flies regulatory audits embodied in the annual
engine," Mr Kumar said.
The regulator has started a two-month-long are more than 6,000 aircraft movements in till it is airworthy, does 40-50 thousand hours surveillance programme.
special audit of airlines to address possible the Indian airspace daily. If overflying planes of flying, will not have a technical snag.
Last Thursday, Civil Aviation Minister
issues and curtailed the operations of are also taken into account, the total would be On July 27, DGCA directed SpiceJet to operate Jyotiraditya Scindia told the Lok Sabha that a
SpiceJet, among other measures, amid a spurt over 7,000 movements. Aircraft movements only 50 per cent of its flights for eight weeks
total of 478 technical snags were reported in
include landings as well as departures.
in instances of technical snags.
and decided to keep the airline under the last one year -- from July 1, 2021, to June
After being severely hit by the coronavirus In the three-month period from April 1 to June enhanced surveillance in the wake of a spate
30, 2022.

